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amazon com the odyssey revised prose translation - the prose translation i read was by rieu if you are interested in the
verse translation see the volume provided by robert fagles the odyssey is the epic poem of the wanderings of odysseus
trying to return to his home in ithaca following the end of the siege of troy, the odyssey translations the greatest
literature of all time - emil v rieu had an enormous hit with his easygoing translation of the odyssey into prose that
launched penguin s book line in 1946 the version you re more likely to find has been revised by his son d c h rieu to retain
its feeling while improving its literal accuracy, the odyssey homer full text pdf odysseus penelope - received opinion
dates him c 750700 bc and places him in ionia the greek inhabited coast and islands off central western turkey the greeks
believed the same man composed the iliad e v rieu editor of the penguin classics from 1944 to 1964 was a scholar of st
pauls school and of balliol college oxford, homer c 750 bc the odyssey in translation - homer the odyssey a complete
english translation with hyper linked index and illustrations by theodoor van thulden dutch 1606 1669 courtesy of the
rijksmuseum i will endure it owning a heart within inured to suffering, best translation of iliad odyssey folio society - for a
prose translation i like the classic rieu translation in the penguin classics but i also love the pope translations of the oddysey
and illiad these are classics in their own right but they are not the easiest translations to follow, the odyssey homer free
audiobook yahoo answers - i m looking for the audiobook for the odyssey by homer especially the one translated by e v
rieu if it is possible i found some others translated by other people but am specifically looking that that version first also is
there a big difference between different translations of the book i was given the e v rieu hard version read but my teacher
said i could also read a children 39 s, review the odyssey by homer e v rieu d c h rieu - review the odyssey by homer e v
rieu d c h rieu translation the language used is also very easy to read and understand being a penguin book just like with
wordsworth classics these books have little notes whenever there s something that might not be understood by someone
reading it they have added a helpful note, e v rieu translation of the odyssey goodreads - e v rieu is the author of the
illustrated odyssey 4 33 avg rating 15 ratings 3 reviews the iliad 4 10 avg rating 10 ratings 2 reviews the four, e v rieu
wikipedia - the sole contemporary rival to his prose translation of the iliad was a verse translation by richmond lattimore by
the time rieu retired as general editor of the penguin classics series he had overseen the publication of about 160 volumes
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